
Request For Information on 12/31/13…answers in red. 
  
Windows and Storm windows:   
1.  Is there an old storm window to compare? No, none survived. If not, what materials 
are to be used such as glass thickness, wood material, hardware? Aluminum 
combination storms OK’d for restoration work in Chestertown are sufficient. 
2. Are storm windows to be primed and painted, if so, what color scheme and how many 
coats? See previous question. 
3.  Are existing window sashes to be painted also? Not at this time. 
4.  Are window interior trims to be custom milled to match what the old pictures show  or 
do we find anything that is close to matching from lumber yard? Milled to match as close 
to old photos as possible from new wood. 
5. Are existing window sashes to be completly removed and restored? They have been 
restored, only the trim out of the rest of the jambs need restoration. 
  
Doors: 
1.  Are all interior doors that are upstairs to be used where the plan shows interior door? 
Yes, use as many as can possibly be restored, even though they do not match each 
other.  Will the owner show where each door should be used? Yes, as best we can 
figure out from old photos. 
2.  Are any new doors to be custom made? No, bought as close to match of the majority 
of other doors as situation arises, decide in concert with owner. 
3.  Who will determine type of hardware for doors and will owner provide hardware? 
Owner will provide or allow for, depending on availability. 
4.  Do the doors get refinished and if so what finish? Refinished as close to photos as 
possible, allow for labor in bid. 
  
Storm windows and shutter allowances: 
1.  The allowances for shutters and storm windows are there for bidding purpose only 
and does not reflect actual cost?  Is this correct? Correct. Final choice will be made in 
concert with owner. 
2.  What is the procedure after bid opening to present to owner actual cost to these 
items? Owner will review cost and source and make decision in concert with GC. 
  
Interior stairs: 
1.  What is the finish on new pine stairs? Cost out labor and two coats paint or varnish 
to be determined later. Photo’s are not helpful and it will require research by owner to 
determine final finish. 
  
New wainscot and flooring: 
1.  It is understood that all new wainscot and flooring is to be milled to match existing 
materials?  Is this correct? Yes. Use new wood, not vintage lumber. 



2.  What is the color/finish scheme of both? Cost out labor for one coat finish before 
installation and one coat after installation. Color may vary between first and second 
floors to be determined in consultation with GC. 
 
Secretary of the Interior Standards: 
1.  Due to changes with new finish lumber, hardware, elevators, drywall, ect.  Are the 
Secretary of the Interiors Standards relaxed on this project and are we to just come as 
close as possible with each component? The Interior Standards say that if replaced 
items in a restoration are not from the original they should be different enough so as to 
not be confused with the period original. We have many parts of this restoration that are 
not original, and that which is original we will place in the first floor museum area. All 
other areas we will match style, but not vintage material so as to not confuse 
replacement material with original. It is always a delicate balance but we will work as 
well with the GC as possible to arrive at a historically valid end product, at a reasonable 
cost to the owner, and a reasonable benefit to the GC. 
  
 
	  


